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INFORMACIÓN PERSONAL Hawking Stephen William

St/BlackHole, 42, Cambridge (United Kingdom) 

the.theoryof.everything@gmail.com 

EXPERIENCIA PROFESIONAL

1980–2009 Lucasian Professor of Mathematics
University of Cambridge, Cambridge (United Kingdom) 

Investigation director of Theoric Cosmology at Cambridge.

2009–2018 Chatedratic investigation of Cosmology
Perimeter Institute, Waterloo (Belgium) 

Writer
Author of books like ``A brief history of time´´ and ``The universe in a nutshell´´.

EDUCACIÓN Y FORMACIÓN

Physics and Mathematics
University, Oxford (United Kingdom) 

Special interest in thermodynamics, general relativity and quantum theory.

Postgrade title (Doctor)
Universidad, Cambridge (United Kingdom) 

Specialized in Cosmology.

COMPETENCIAS
PERSONALES

Lengua materna English

Competencias comunicativas Speech is lost because of a degenerative disease called ELA that makes you to lost the control of 
your moves. But he can speak thanks to his special wheelchair.

Competencias de organización/
gestión

Professor for few years.

Investigation director.

Competencias relacionadas con
el empleo

Developing of some theorems about the singularity space-time.

Discover of the radiation of the Black holes (the Hawking radiation).

Competencias digitales  

Complications because of a physical disability (inability to operate a computer without help).
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